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BNP Charged for Laundering Ill-Gotten Assets Linked to Gabon
BNP Paribas SA was charged in France over accusations it laundered
money stemming from corruption and embezzlement in a case over alleged
ill-gotten assets linked to Gabon.
Hospitals want documents public in case against opioid
maker
Richard Ruehle was left a quadriplegic following a crash
triggered by an an employee of the California Assembly
campaign of Eric Linder (R).
Federal Judge Denies Anita White's Motion to
Dismiss Lady A's Suit Against the Blues Singer
A California judge will decide whether to combine
two complaints against Tesla seeking class-action
status for price hikes for Solar Roof projects.

Judge allows Fulton County absentee ballots to be unsealed
for fraud examination
I sued an LLC in Small Claims Court in Indiana. The hearing
was held via Zoom in February. The judge, apparently, failed
to place myself and the defendant under oath. The SCC rules
state: " (B) ...

As Tesla Solar Roof customers file another lawsuit, California is set
to decide whether to combine them into a single class-action
complaint
The district court found that Whiteside failed “plausibly” to allege
that defendants willfully violated the FLSA. Whiteside appealed,
arguing: (1) a plaintiff need not plead specific facts to ...
Can I verify because I have not had time just yet to hire a

lawyer. I was served Monday with a petition and attached
discovery?
The defendants warned that a date would be booked unilaterally
if the plaintiffs failed to respond, thus scheduling the motion to
be heard in March 2021. In the present case, the Superior
Court of ...
New Federal Cases Spotlight 2021’s Key Trends in E-discovery
Former Finance Minister Lim Guan Eng has won RM600,000 in damages
in his defamation suit against blog writer Raja Petra Raja Kamarudin ...
Alaskan Bush People star Billy Brown’s estate hit with $500K
lawsuit as late patriarch ‘failed to pay investor profits’
Atlanta lawyers who used to work with controversial pro-Trump
attorney L. Lin Wood have asked a Georgia state court judge to
sanction him over alleged discovery failures in their contract breach
suit ...
Hideaway Hills residents one step closer to class-action status in
lawsuit
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Plaintiffs Must Do More Than Allege Willfulness to Sustain FLSA
Claim Under Three-Year Limitation
A circuit court judge rejected the state’s argument that the
Hideaway Hills homeowners lack legal standing to seek damages due
to a sinkhole.
Goldberg Segalla Leaked Data Breach Plaintiff's Info: Suit
ATLANTA — Fulton County absentee ballots are set to undergo
another review after a Henry County judge ruled Friday that a group
challenging the county’s handling of ballots can move forward in ...
Defamation suit: Court orders Raja Petra to pay Lim Guan Eng
RM600,000
There was such a well-documented history of a problem—of internal
concern over how to deal with that problem, said Beaumont litigator
Bryan Blevins, who secured a $24.4 million settlement for oil and ...
In Indiana, if the Small Claims Court judge failed to place
plaintiff and defendant under oath, must the case be vacated?

A Tennessee Circuit Court recently issued an order granting
default judgment as a discovery sanction ... in utero. Plaintiffs
sued claiming Endo’s sales force failed to stop suspected ...
Ontario court summarily dismisses medical malpractice action commenced
beyond limitation period
I understand I must answer in 21 days and have appointment next week
with lawyer. When are the written discovery due when served with petition
by sheriff. On one page it says 30 days and on another it ...
Lin Wood's Ex-Colleagues Say He Won't Answer Discovery
Goldberg Segalla LLP negligently exposed personal information
belonging to a woman pressing a data breach suit against a modeling
agency the law firm was representing by failing to properly redact a
...
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Gretchen Whitmer on Monday reaffirmed she won't put her
seal of approval on a controversial set of changes proposed for
Detroit's city charter. The governor on April 30 rejected
changes proposed by ...
Court Issues a Rare, Severe Discovery Sanction: The Path that Led
to Default Judgment
"Trevor Mallard failed to justify his actions before Parliament last
night. Taxpayers deserved straight answers after he cost them more
... Why did Mr Mallard’s lawyers tell the plaintiff in the ...
Mallard fails to give taxpayers a straight answer - Chris Bishop
More than 20 hospitals want a slew of documents from a drug
manufacturer made public after a Tennessee judge ruled against the
company without a trial in a lawsuit over the opioid epidemic, saying the ...
Discovery Revelations Brought $24.4M Settlement in Case With $9M
Attorney Fees
Recent case law continues to reflect key trends in e-discovery, ranging from
the propriety of forensic examinations to ESI spoliation.

A federal judge has a request by denied Anita White, who performs
under the name Lady A, to dismiss the band Lady A's suit against
her.
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